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Tarisota Treats

Offering even more value for collections - four projects created especially for you.
By Jill Geraghty Groves-

No. 7

You will need one 6 x 4 inch photo

Cut out large circle from Urban Lily paper
Attach to black cardstock and, using white thread, sew around edges
(I've done three rows)
Attach Urban Lily blank journalling card to page alongside large
white flower on Urban Lily paper.
Attach photo on top of journalling card, raising it approximately 2cm.
Attach title using Li'l Davis spotty letters. I have painted some extra
spots in pink to carry on the spotty theme.
Using clear craft glue, attach some black floral sequin to layout, giving
the effect of splashing from upper LHS to lower RHS of layout. Paint
some more pink paint in the centre of each flower.
Attach journalling in strips.
Fold a small piece of pale blue and white spotted ribbon and staple
onto bottom RHS of photo

Extra Products Needed - Smallpaint brush, stapler, white copy paper journalling pen sewing machine, clear glue

By Tamar Bostock -

You will need a 5 x7 inch photo

Trim a piece of orange basic grey patterned paper to be 7 x 3 inche - Using
scalloped scissors or a scallop punch edge a long side with scallops
Lay your orange piece on the base blue Basic Grey patterned paper - in the
center approximately 3 inches from the bottom
Cut out the labels as per picture from the cosmo label sheet . Trim the “this
just in” and round the corners and attach it to the speech bubble
Do the same with the to do.
Using your rub ons add the word everyday and set to one side
Using a journalling spot from Urban Lily add your handwritten journalling
Ink the collection letters with black ink and add to the journalling square
your title.
Now start layering the three journalling blocks and your photo- being
careful to line them up so they form one block.
Fold a heidi swapp flower into fours and choose a large button - run thread
through the middle so the flower stays together and attached.
add it to the corner,
Using rub on and hand journalling add your date down the
bottom of the orange piece
Extra Products Needed -pen for journalling, black ink embrodery thread orange ,
corner rounder
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Paint me a
Rainbow
By Mel Goodsell -

You will need 5 vertical photos.6.5cm X 9.5cm

Select a sheet of 12x12 kraft cardstock for the layout background.
Cut a 22cm X 22cm length of spotty fabric. Blanket stitch the top and bottom edge
using 6 strands of embroidery cotton
Cut two 22cm lengths of wide, green satin ribbon
Position the first length of wide, green satin ribbon 2.5cm down from the top of the
page and sitting in 1cm from the right hand side of the kraft cardstock.
Adhere the blanket stitched fabric on top of the ribbon, ensuring 1.5cm width of the
ribbon is showing at the top. Slide the other piece of pre cut ribbon under the
bottom section of the fabric and adhere, again ensuring that 1.5cm of the ribbon is
showing.
Gently sand the edges of each photo and position (slightly overlapping) across the
front of the Secret Keeper (rectangular white block with tab). Add rubons to create
the page title on the tab.
Fashion two small fabric photo corners using the blue/white spotty fabric. Adhere
to the top left hand corner and bottom right hand corner of the photo block.
Adhere the completed block from step 7 onto the layout. The left hand side of the
block will sit 5.5cm down from the top edge of the kraft cardstock.
Tuck an Urban Lily journaling block under the bottom of the block from step 8.
Sitting approximately 1cm in from the edge of the spotty fabric. Add journaling. Tie
a piece of sheer green ribbon around the top of the journaling block (in a bow) and
secure the block to the layout.
To create the Christmas tree, cut out a triangle from blue/white spotty fabric, a small
rectangle from pink spotty fabric and 2 very small triangles, also from the pink
spotty fabric. The two triangles will form the star. Position the tree onto the layout
and hand stitch into place using 6 strands of embroidery cotton.

Extra Products Needed - Sand paper Red embroidery cotton

By Tamar Bostock

You will need one 5 x 7 inch photo

Lay your Hambly ac acrylic sheet over a peice of black cardstock.
Use some clips to hold it in place and hole punch through each corner.
Add the Clear Tim Holz push pins through the holes - I used a mouse mat to help
get them through then turned the layout over and gently tapped the prongs
down with a small hammer
Add your phot to the center of the layout with double sided tape
Ruffle your ribbon across the base of your photo and stitch into place
Add your title with the Lil Davis letters - I ran a few rows of stitches randomly
over the top.

Extra Products Needed - Sewing machine, pushpin pad or mouse pad, small hammer
doublesided tape

